A COLD STORAGE OPERATOR’S GUIDE TO
ADVANCED WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

“The cold
chain
connects
the UK to
the world,

THE COLD CHAIN IS VITAL TO THE GLOBAL ECONOMY AND OUR MODERN WAY OF LIFE.
Temperature-controlled facilities
and vehicles at every stage of the
supply chain ensure the security,
integrity and availability of food,
pharmaceuticals and other
perishable goods.
The global cold chain market is
expected to more than double
between 2021 and 2028, from
$238.4 billion (USD) to $628.3
billion (USD). Population
growth, changing consumer
preferences (including a shift
to frozen foods), liberal trade
policies, retail expansion and

sustainability concerns are
among the factors expected
to drive continued demand for
cold chain services around the
world.

According to Allied Market
Research, the U.K. cold chain
logistics market is projected to
grow at a blistering CAGR of
23.6% from 2019 to 2026.

In the United Kingdom, the cold
chain supports a £13 billion
chilled food industry and a
nearly £9 billion frozen food
industry. The country is a
massive exporter and importer
of temperature-controlled
products, exporting £23.4 billion
worth of pharmaceutical and
medicinal products in 2019.

Safeguarding such precious
cargo is a high-stakes endeavour,
and there’s little room for
error. A breakdown in the cold
chain – whether it’s due to poor
temperature control or any
number of other reasons – can
snowball into massive financial
losses, regulatory penalties and
serious reputational harm.

it makes
significant trade
in perishable
goods possible
and is at the
foundation of
global food and
pharmaceutical
security.”

– Cold Chain Federation

THE CHALLENGES OF OPERATING A COLD STORAGE
WAREHOUSE ARE AMPLIFIED VERSIONS OF THOSE
FOUND IN DRY GOODS FACILITIES. Construction costs are

higher, commissioning lead times are longer, safety regulations
are stringent and day-to-day operations are more costly and
complex. These and other challenges create tremendous pressure
to drive efficiencies, maximize product tracking capabilities and
manage costs in cold storage warehouses.
In this environment, an advanced warehouse management
system (WMS) designed specifically for the cold chain is a
necessity for handling these operational hurdles. A leading cold
chain warehouse WMS will automate almost every logistical task
in cold storage operations, via a single central interface.
A cold chain WMS is an indispensable tool that can transform
your challenges into competitive advantages. Specifically, a cold
chain WMS can help your cold storage operation:

Cold Chain WMS
wms

Utilizing dynamic location settings, a leading solution
provides more flexibility in the way warehouses store
inventory. Instead of being bound by pre-designated
locations – some of which could be half-empty – a
WMS directs warehouse personnel to place the stock
wherever there’s an applicable slot available. When
it’s time to pick orders, pickers are reminded of where
stock is held in a temperature-controlled warehouse
and directed to the closest relevant location.

Cold Chain WMS
wms

A leading WMS can easily manage stock rotation
(FIFO/LIFO and customer-specific batching);
quality control; best-before/expiration dates; and
other processes. For example, a WMS will track
movement of products between the chiller, freezer
and other locations, and automatically update
expiration dates. Streamlining these processes
improves cold storage safety for chilled and frozen
goods, and helps reduce warehouse wastage.

Cold Chain WMS
wms

Food and other perishable goods are tightly
regulated for safety and sanitation, and post-Brexit
trade agreements are adding more complexity
to customs and quality checks for importers and
exporters. An advanced WMS is a necessary
compliance tool, eliminating pen-and-paper
recordkeeping and delivering end-to-end product
traceability. A WMS provides an accurate, real-time
window into product temperatures and other key
information, enabling warehouse operators to detect
temperature-control issues and other out-of-spec
storage conditions before they escalate.

INDIGO WMS IS AN AWARD-WINNING, BEST-OF-BREED
WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION PROVEN IN NUMEROUS
BUSINESS-CRITICAL OPERATIONS AROUND THE GLOBE.
Indigo WMS can optimize almost any task in a cold chain warehouse, from
receiving and putaway to picking, packing and shipping. It can efficiently
manage complex day-to-day processes, including stock rotation; quality
control; blast freezer dwell-time move/hold/release; and best-before/
expiration dates. And it eliminates the hodgepodge of physical files and
digital spreadsheets that many warehouses rely on to manage inventory
and orders – providing a complete picture of your entire process in one
clear, easy-to-use central interface.

About Indigo
Indigo has been an expert in warehousing solutions
for more than 40 years, and has extensive experience
in implementing WMS solutions in cold chain storage,
particularly in the food and drinks sector. For more
information on how Indigo WMS can modernize and optimize
your cold storage warehousing processes, visit www.indigo.
co.uk/industries/cold-chain-cold-storage-wms.

KEY FEATURES

Benefits of

• Real-time visibility of product and location information
• Instant verification that the correct item/correct quantity has
been picked
• Open Integration Server, flexible mapping capabilities
• Seamless integration with existing management solutions
• Flexible, subscription-based pricing – only pay for what you use

COLD STORAGE HARDWARE

☑ Optimize cold chain warehouse
operations, from inbound to outbound.
☑ Eliminate paper/manual data entry by
using handheld scanners.
☑ Improve cold storage safety and
reduce warehouse waste.
☑ Boost workforce productivity.
☑ Maximize inventory space utilization by
up to 30%.

WMS barcode scanners, label printers, batteries, LCD
screens and wireless infrastructure all need to be specially
adapted to cope with the extreme temperatures, frost and
condensation in a cold storage warehouse. Without these
special adaptations, warehouses are at risk of frequent
downtime, lost productivity as well as additional repair and
replacement costs. Voice-picking hardware is particularly
valuable in a freezer or refrigerated warehousing setting,
as it allows employees to wear protective clothing without
reducing their efficiency.

CONTACT US

Indigo Software Ltd.
Indigo House | Belmont Business Park | Durham | DH1 1TW
Tel: +44 191 375 6700
www.indigo.co.uk

The Honeywell Dolphin CK65 Cold Storage mobile computer is purposebuilt to provide uninterrupted performance and connectivity in the
tough operating conditions of the cold chain warehouse. The Dolphin
CK65 Cold Storage model boasts an operating range from -30°C to
+50°C (-22°F to 122°F), making it an ideal device for cold and freezing
environments. This model is equipped with software settings for manual
and automatic heater control, which enables the heating elements to
reduce fogging/condensation on touchscreen and imager window.
Built on the Honeywell Mobility Edge platform, the ultra-rugged Dolphin
CK65 Cold Storage mobile computer combines touchscreen and keypad
data input, real-time connectivity and advanced data capture for
industry-leading investment protection.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
sps.honeywell.com/us/en/products/productivity/mobile-computers/
handheld-computers/ck65-handheld-computer

Features & Benefits
☑
☑
☑
☑
☑
☑
☑

Rugged, slim form factor
Up to 28 hours of continuous operation
Large touchscreen with multiple keypad options
Tested to withstands multiple 3-meter drops
Capable of short- to long-range scanning
Keypads allow input in extreme environments
Support for four Android generations

A leading food manufacturer needed an end-to-end WMS
solution that would support customer requirements, enhance
traceability, improve accuracy and remove complexity from its
cold storage operations. The company needed to find a way
to eliminate paper-based recordkeeping from its cold chain
operations and automate day-to-day processes, which in turn
would mean improved decision-making, better inventory control
and increased all-around efficiency.
Implementing Indigo WMS in its operations led to a significant
improvement in its day-to-day process efficiencies, including a
20% reduction in time needed to process goods arriving in the
warehouse. Indigo WMS also has transformed the picking process,
dramatically improving accuracy. In turn, this has helped to reduce
the amount of inventory held in production areas, while allowing
warehouse operators to focus picking on specific daily line plans.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW INDIGO WMS CAN AUTOMATE
AND STREAMLINE YOUR COLD STORAGE WAREHOUSE,
visit www.indigo.co.uk/industries/cold-chain-cold-storage-wms

